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Lots achieved and some good shooting
The March shoot was, as Members are aware, preceded by a full day’s Working Bee under the guidance of Club Captain Brad Skyrm.
The main tasks were to fix the toilet and shower
facilities, organise cover for the Buffalo target
(requested by Firearms during their recent range
inspection) to avoid ricochets and repair of the paper target frames.
All jobs were done on the Friday thanks to a good
turnout of Members to help.
The toilet cisterns were replaced, and their water
supply cleaned out. They were suffering from
chalky water clogging pipes and fittings, plus dozens of hornet nests in the most amazing places.
One nest, about the size of a fist, was actually inside the toilet in the pipe between the cistern and
the pan. The water pump also had to be replaced
with an electric one as the casing had fractured
and all of the hoses reorganised and buried where
possible.—buckets are no longer needed in the toilets.
The next working bee, hopefully in a few months
time, will concentrate on the clubhouse with plans
to replace the kitchen and work bench tops with
varnished ply. The present tops are very hard to
clean. The lighting will also be updated to LEDs

Shooting
We did actually do some shooting!
On Saturday 24th we shot four distances—900,
700, 600 at the Buff target and 300 at a small diamond target. The weather was kind. Temperature
in the mid 20s and light breeze, although the
breeze did move about a bit and change speed
without warning.
Scoring was 3 for a hit and 5 for a heart shot on
the 700 and 500 targets only. Five sighters and
ten scoring shots.
Top scorers were: Winner Dan MacDonald 107pts;

Dan MacDonald receives his winner’s prize from President Gary Vandersluis.

2nd Gavin Dignam with 104 and 3rd Ken Hiley with 91.
We had visitors just as we finished the match
with Glenn McCarthy (Yokel) arriving with two
other Members of the Military Brotherhood
Motorcycle Club on their Harley Davidsons.
They both tried shooting buffalo rifles and one
was particularly chuffed to score a heart at
300 yards with Bill Sherman’s 45/90 Shiloh.
Proper paperwork and supervision was, of
course, the order of the day.
Sunday dawned bright and sunny and so we
were able to shoot a precision match. This is
a 300 yard match with four shooters on the
line shooting 10 shots at a very small steel
plate, shooting in their own time. Results mirrored the main match with Dan getting a possible 10 with a 34 inch group.

Lucky Door Prize
The draw for nice donation of a bottle of bourbon from
Gavin Dignam’ plus a bucket of easter eggs, was won
by Brad and Kellie Skyrm.
Kel made sure of the eggs while Brad got the bottle.
Members bought tickets at $2 each and had as many
chances as they had tickets. Proceeds to BRAA.

Arms Auction
For those interested in antique arms, the next
auction by Australian Arms Auctions is being
held on 29 April.
Their catalogues can be viewed or downloaded at
www.australianarmsauctions.com/onlinecatalogue-l/
With some 600 items for sale (not all antique) its
worth a look of anybody's time!

Above: Kel Skyrm draws the lucky door prize.
She also did her usual top job as match spotter
Left: Paul McCarthy checks his target from the
precision match. He had a score of 8 hits with
a 36cm group, coming 4th

April Match
Nioka Range
28/29 April 2018
Range open for practice from pm on 27th
Lots of space for vans or camping
Toilets and showers
BBQ facilities available. Members to self cater
Four distances + side match. Details later
New Chums, contact Secretary for directions and info

